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　Prisoners　whose　capital　punishment　sentence　has　become　final　are　de－
tained　in　detention　centers　located　in　Hiroshima，　Sendai，　Tokyo，　Nagoya，
0saka，　Fukuoka　and　Sapporo．　The　Prison　Law，　established　in　1908，　still
remains　the　basic　effective　law　concerning　the　treatment　of　prisoners　in
Japan（The　Prison　Law，　Article　1）．　Article　9　maintains　that　the　regulations
for　the　defendant　in　a　criminal　case　are　applied　similarly　to　those　who　are
sentenced　to　death．　In　other　words，　prisoners　are　legally　regarded　the　same
as　the　non－convicted　prisoners　before　they　are　executed．
　In　1963，　however，　the　Director　of　Corrections　issued　an　o伍cial　notice
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　hstating　that　interviews　and　the　sending　and　receiving　of　correspondences
by　the　prisoners　whose　capital　punishment　became丘nal　is　prohibited．　In
that　notice，　it　is　stated　that　their　treatment　is　restricted　on　the　grounds　that
it　would　upset“the　stability　of　their　hearts”．　For　example，　interviews　and
communications　are　permitted　only　for　relatives　and　the　lawyers．　In　brief，　a
convict　who　has　no　family　and　lawyer　will　thus　not　be　able　to　meet　anyone．
Though　the　prisoner　whose　capital　punishment　sentence　has　become丘nal　it
is　thought　that　they　are　just　waiting　for　their　executions．　The　authorities
intend　to　set　the　stage　to　carry　out　the　execution　and　make　the　prisoners
not　communicate　with　others　outside．　This　would，　it　is　thought；cause　the
prisoner　to　give　up　his　intention　to　live．　This　treatment　obviously　violates
international　codes．
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1 The　Meaning　of　the　1963　Directive
　In　the　Directive　of　1963，　it　is　maintained　as　follows；
　（1）Article　9（The　Prison　Law）does　not　include　the　provision　that　permits
priSoners　to　meet．others　or　send　and　receive　letters　freely．　Basically，　they
are　restricted　to　do　so　according　to　the　purpose　of　their　detention．
　　（2）Though　prisoners　whose　capital　punishment　sentences　have　become
final　is　completely　different　from　the　defendant　on　the　Code　of　Criminal
Procedure．　They　should　be　restricted　according　to　the　purpose　of　their
detention．
　　（3）Though　prisoners　are　detained　with　the　intention　of　having　their　sen－
tences　carried　out，　communication　with　the　outside　world　should　be　restrict－
ed　so　as　to　prevent　social　unrest．　Also，　any　communications　would　upset
the　stability　of　their　hearts　at　a　time　when　they　should　come　to　admit　and
face　their　guilt　and　be　left　in　peace　before　their　execution．
　　（4）If　they　communicate　these　reasons，　it　is　reasonable　not　to　give　permis－
sion．
　　First　of　all，　the　Directive　says　that　Article　9　does　not　have　the　meaning
that　permits　prisoners　to　meet　others　or　send　and　receive　the　letters　freely
and　that　they　are　generally　permitted．　Actually，　however，　it　is　strictly
restricted．（This　will　be　mentioned　later．）
　　Secondly，　it　says　it　is　their　duty　to　restrict　their　communications　with　the
intention　of　preventing　social　unrest．　Nevertheless，　the　meaning　of　social
unrest　is　not　defined．　Also，　communications　that　are　in　danger　of　hurting
the“stability　of　their　hearts”are　restricted　in　the　directive．　However，　the
meaning　is　not　defined。　It　thus　means　that　the　prisoners　submit　their　feelings
to　accept　the　capital　punishment　willingly．
　　Nevertheless，　such　treatment　did　not　change　immediately　after　the　is一
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suance　of　the　Directive．　It　was　not　until　the　late　1970s　that　the　actual
situation　changed．　Before　that，　they　freely　met　and　comm｛inicated　with
others．
2． Visitation　Rights　Of　Death　Row　Inmates
　On　a　30th　July，1993　sentence　handed　down　by　Tokyo　District　Court　con－
cerning　one　inmate’s　case　it　was　declared，“Considering　the　purpose　and
nature　of　the　condemned　criminal’s　detention，　it　is　allowed　to　reasonably
restrict　the　inmates’rights．”The　criteria　for　judgment，　however，　are　not
clear　and　are　thus　a　problem．　Fbr　instance，　visitors，　excluding　the　con－
demned　criminal’s　family　and　his　attorney，　are　not　in　principle　allowed　to
meet　condemned　criminals　in　the　Tokyo　Detention　Center．　The　Tokyo　De－
tention　Center　can，　however，　judge　in　its　own　discretion　whether　to　allow
others　to　meet　the　condemned　as　far　as　it　will　not　impede　the　managemen－
tof　the　Center。　Concerning　permission　for　the　adoptive　parents　to　meet
the　condemned，　those　adoptive　parents　who　have　legally　adopted　the　con－
demned　with　the　intention　of　meeting　or　communicating　with　the　inmate
after　the　death　sentence　had　been　handed　down　is　not　allowed．”
　In　this　case，　the　plaintiff　insisted　as　follows：The　condemned　criminals　do
have　the　right　to　pursue　self－expression　as　human　beings　before　execution．
The　Constitution（Art．24）secures　the　right　for　the　condemned　criminals　to
meet　visitors　and　to　communicate　with　them．　These　rights　are　secured　in
the　Articles　6，7，10　and　230f　the　International　Covenant　on　Civil　and　Po－
litical　Rights．　The　plaintiff　insisted　that　the　covenant　binds　the　Japanese
government　legally．　The　court　decided　that　the　inmates　fundamental　right－
s，including　the　freedom　of　speech，　cannot　be　restricted　because　of　any
peculiarities，　and　also　stated　as　follows：
　“The　Constitution　allows　the　restriction　of　rights　and　freedoms　reasonably
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and　necessarily　to　accomplish　the　purpose　of　custody．　Therefore，　it　is　not
against　the　Constitution　and　Human　Rights　Covenant．”On　which　occasion，
does　the　Warden　give　permission？The　following　are　the　occasions：
1）If　it　does　not　block　the　purpose　of　custody　to　allow　them．
2）If　it　does　not　corrupt　the　discipline　and　the　order　of　the　prison　to　allow
them　to　meet　visitors　and　to　communicate　with　them．
　　These　decisions　are　considered　as　reasonable，　but　are　quite　abstract．　For
instance，　allowing　a　condemned　criminal　to　meet　visitors　will　not　block　the
restriction　of　a　person．　It　does　not　have　objective　factors．　Also，　the　right
to　meet　visitors　should　not　depend　on　the　ability　to　control　the　prison．
　　In　this　case，　the　reason　the　above　defendant　was　not　allowed　to　meet　his
adoptive　parents　was　that　he　actively　participated　in　a　struggle　within　the
prison．　It　did　not　depend　on　the　circumstances　of　the　condemned　criminals．
Allowing　him　to　meet　his　foster　parents　has　the　danger　of　causing　his　self－
abandonment　and　possibly　committing　suicide　or　murder．　Therefore，　this
’restriction　has‘‘good　probability”．
　　In　Japan，　visitors，　excluding　the　inmate’s　family，　are　not　permitted　to
meet　condemned　criminals　in　prison．　In　some　cases，　in　order　to　circumvent
this，　people　become　foster　parents，　relatives　and　even　get　legally　married
in　order　to　meet　and　communicate　with　the　condemned　inmate．
　　In　most　cases，　the　family　is　permitted　to　meet　the　inmate，　however，　in
this　case　it　was　not　permitted．　The　adoption，　itself，　is　a　procedure　made　in
Civil　Law　and　thus　they　become　family　legally．　It　has　nothing　to　do　with
the　motive．　In　this　case，　the　foster　parents　were　refused　to　meet　the　inmate
because　of　their　background．　It　is，　in　essence　discrimination　for　reasons
of　their　thoughts　and　beliefs．　Even　if　the　inmate　is　permitted　to　meet　the
adoptive　parents，　there　is　no　danger　of　unlawful　communication　such　as　the
struggle　for　resistance　and　the　appeal　for　mercy．　Also，　meetings　are　carried
out　in　the　presence　of　the　prison　staff　and　letters　are　thoroughly　censored．
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Aprisoner’s　right　to　meet　visitors　should　not　be　restricted　unless　there　is
areason　to　believe　there　is　a　definite　danger．　The　principle‘‘a　clear　and
existing　danger”should　be　applied　at　that　time．　The　reasons　to　restrict　an
inmates’rights　in　the　above　case　lack　a　reasonable　and　logical　basis．
Meeting　The　Press
　According　to　the　Pell　vs．　Procunier　Case，1974，　the　Supreme　Court　of　the
United　States　considers　it　desirable　that　there　be　various　means　for　convicts
to　be　in　contact　with　the　press，　no　matter　what　they　intend　to　express．　The
press　has　a　right　to　communicate　with　anybody，　and　they　regularly　meet
convicts　at　the、prison’s　visiting　facilities．　When　the　press　is　not　permitted
to　meet　convicts　it　means　the　position　of　the　press　is　equal　to　the　position
of　the　general　public．　The　Suprepne　Court’regards　the　rights　of　the　press
should　not　be　restricted　from　contacting　a　public　information　source．
　As　for　the　right　to　contact　the　press　through　the　mail，　according　to　the
Nolan　vs．　Fitzpatrick　Case，1977，　The　Supreme　Court　admits　the　convicts
right　to　send　letters　to　the　press　that　discusses　management　of　prisons，
treatment　of　prisoners　or　personal　troubles　of　prisoners．　But　the　following
cases　are　prohibited；1）Letters　including　contraband　or　something　to　do　with
contraband　2）Letters　including　plans　for　escape　or　rebellion　or　activities
against　the　law．　It　also　states　that　outgoing　letters　from　convicts　cannot
be　inspected，　because　they　are　public　mail．　But　incoming　letters　can　be
inspected　only　as　contraband．　The　Court　explains　the　rationale　not　to
inspect　letters　like　following；“The　general　public　rely　on　the　effective　report
done　by　the　media．　To　eliminate　di伍culties　in　communication　between
convicts　and　the　media　and　to　protect　mail　from　being　inspected　means　the
protection　not　only　for　the　inmates　benefit，　but　also　for　the　proteCtion　of
the　general　public．”
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　　Article　130f　the　Constitution，　and　respect　for　individuals　and　freedom　of
expression　in　Article　210f　the　Constitution　guarantees　a　convict’s　right　to
meet　people　from　outside　prison．　As　for　people　restrained　in　general，　the
constitution　guarantees　the　right　to　maintain　contact　with　the　outside（gaibu
koutsu　ken）．　Article　B170f　the　International　Human　Rights　Covenant　and
the　Standard　Minimum　Rules　for　the　Treatment　of　Prisoners　provides　the
right　to　contact　with　the　outside．　Law　for　prisons　in　our　own　country　also
provides，“When　we　have　people　who　want　to　meet　people　in　prisons，　we
allow　them　to　meet（Clause　1，Article　45．）”Though　the　article　says　meeting
with“non－relatives”is　not　permitted，　it　says，“We　should　allow　non－relatives
to　meet　prisoners　when　they　need　to　meet　for　some　special　reasons（Clause
2．）”
　　According　to　the　above　interpretation，　in　reality，　judgments　done　by　the
heads　of　prisons　has　priority．　Therefore，　the　right　to　contact　with　the
outside　is　not　established　as　a　legal　right．　At　least，　following　the　ratification
of　human　right　agreement，　giving　heads　of　prisons　a　free　hand　to　judge
something　not　permitted　in　principle　is　not　appropriate．　We　should　establish
away　to　make　those　judgments　not　by　the　free　hand　of　prison　wardens，　but
by　the　standard　of‘‘apPropriate　probability”．
●
3 Prisons　For　Condemned　Criminals
　Japanese　prisons　for　condemned　criminals　have　a　nickname，“human
vault”．　All　condemned　criminals　are　put　in　solitary　confinement．　Con－
demned　criminal　cannot　go　out　to　factories　and　work　there　as　the　other
criminals　do．　But　when　condemned　criminals　hope　to　work　voluntarily，
they　can　do　simple，　menial　work　like　making　paper　bags．　The　size　of　a
solitary　cell　is　about　9．9　square　meters，　and　has　a　toilet　and　a　washstand．
Solitary　cells　have　iron－barred　windows　that　have　thick　covers　make　im一
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possible　for　prisoners　to　look　Outside　of　cells．
　Iwould　like　to　introduce　here　the　life　in　solitary　cells　in　detai1．　Prisoners
in　solitary　cells　are　not　permitted　to　walk　around　even　in　their　own　cells．
They　should　sit　down　at　a　fixed　point，　or　sit　in　front　of　a　desk　all　the　time．
Ihave　never　seen　prisons　in　any　part　of　the　world　that　put　condemned
criminals　in　such　conditions　as　is　found　in　Japan．
　　Furthermore，　there　is　one　that　needs　to　be　specially　mentioned．　In　the
Tokyo　Detention　Center，　there　are　special　solitary　cells　for　condemned
criminals．　Since　1987，　these　special　solitary　cells　have　been　for　the　pur－
pose　of　separating　condemned　criminals　who　seem　likely　to　commit　suicide
from　other　condemned　criminals．　But　in　reality，　those　special　solitary　cells
ar’?@used　not　only　for　condemned　criminals　in　danger　of　committing　suicide，
but　also　for　criminals　who　institute　a　lawsuit．　These　special　solitary　cells
have　video　cameras　that　keep　a　watch　on　criminals　at　all　times．　And　the
windows　of　the　cells　have　iron　plates　with　holes．　Compared　to　the　general
cells，　special　solitary　ce11s　breathe　1／200，　get　lit　about　2／7，　get　less　than
half　the　amount　of　sunlight　and　outside　view，　and　the　amount　of　air　is　only
70％of　the　general　cells．　It　is　an　extremely　poor　environment．
　　The　cells　become　like　steam　baths　in　summer，　and　become　refrigerators
in　winter．　No　solitary　cells　for　condemned　criminals　anywhere　in　Japan
are　equipped　with　air　conditioners．
　　One　condemned　criminal　filed　a　lawsuit　not　being　satisfied　with　such　sur－
roundings　in　March，1997．　The　crimipal　claimed　the　following　points　in　the
trial；1）The　condemned　criminals’≠撃唐潤@have　privacy．2）Only　in　cases　of
danger　of　spasmodic　suicide，　we　should　take　action　to　prevent　such　danger．
3）The　minimum　standard　of　health　and　cultural　life　is　not　maintained　in　the
special　solitary　cells．　Aga．inst　these　claims，　the　prison　side　explained　using
the　following　points．1）These　general　cells　were　remodeled　into　solitary
confinement　cells　in　order　to　prevent　suicide．2）Lighting　is　a　bit　worse　than
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the　general　cells，　but．Iighting　inside　the　cell　compensates　for　the　shortage
of　lighting．3）Video　cameras　inspect　criminals　from　the　point　of　view　of
preventing　suicide，　and　the　inspection　is　in　the　range　of　that　criminals　can
endure．　The　court　generally　accepted　the　claims　of　the　prison　side．　Though
the　court　said，‘‘It　is　easy　to　recognize　that　lighting　and　breathing　of　the
cells　is　worse　than　the　general　solitary　cells”．　The　court　judged　that　they
did　not　recognize　that　much　worse　lighting　and　breathing　of　the　cells　as　the
plaintiff　claimed．　Therefore，　the　court　judged　that　there　is　no　violation　of
the　law．（This　case　is　in　an　appeal　now．）
　　In　these　special　solitary　cells，　there　is　lighting　for　24　hours　in　order　to
inspect　using　video　cameras．　This　24－hour　lighting　causes　mental　anguish
to　the　criminals．　If　the　prison　side　claims　the　prevention　of　suicide　by　this
kind　of　special　solitary　cells，　the　reason　why　we　have　to　make　these　cells
should　be　cleared　up　objectively．　By　the　way，　when　these　kind　of　solitary
cells　are　applied　for　the　general　criminals，　renewal　is　required　in　certain
periods．　But　in　case　of　the　condemned　criminals，　there　is　no　renewal　and
condemned　criminals　are　left　in　these　special　cells　for　decades．　Inhumane
imprisonment　extends　over　a　Iong　period　of・time．　Condemned　criminals
who　apply　for　special　cells　are　usually　inmates　who　have　filed　suit．　In
these　cases，　the　purpose　of　shutting　criminals　in　these　special　solitary　cells
is　not　to　prevent　the　inmate　from　committing　suicide．　The　meaning　of
“apPrehension　of　suicide”is　stretched　to　far．
4．　The　Reality　Of　Treatment　Of　The　Condemned　Criminals：ACom－
parison　Between　Japan　And　The　United　States
　In　this　part，　I　will　examine　the　circumstance　of　condemned　criminals
in　Japan　and　will　make　a．comparison　between　the　actual　situation　of　the
treatment　of　the　condemned　criminals　in　the　United　States．
　As　for　condemned　criminals，　only　few　relatives　are　allowed　to　meet　or
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communicate　with　them　in　order　to　keep　the　stability　of　the　criminals’feel－
ings．　Also，　whether　giving　permission　to　relatives　to　meet　the　criminals
or　not　relies　on　the　judgment　of　the　heads　of　each　prison．　Therefore，　one
prison　established　its　own　treatment　standards．　It　regulates　more　strictly
than　the　other　prisons　as　follows；only　certain　kinds　of　people　can　meet　the
condemned　criminals；1）relatives，2）people　who　contribute　to　the　stability
of　the　criminals’feelings，　and　3）lawyers　who　protect　the　right　of　the　crim－
inals．　The　basic　difference　between　Japan　and　the　United　States　is　that　the
United　States　aims　to　keep　the　international　rules　as　natura1．　Besides，　the
United　States　respects　the　humanity　of　condemned　criminals．　　　　　　、
　In　Forum　90　for　the　Ratification　of　the　Second　Optional　Protocol　to　the　IC－
CPR　aiming　at　the　abolition　of　the　death　penalty，　a　questionnaire　was　given
to　the　condemned　criminals　on　May　1998．150ut　of　the　51　condemned　crim－
inals　from　all　over　Japan　directly　responded　at　that　time．　The　condemned
criminals　are　imprisoned　in　the　7　prisons　or　the　branches　of　prisons　all
over　the　country．　Responses　were　received　from　6　criminals　in　Tokyo，6
criminals　in　Osaka　and　3　criminals　in　Fukuoka．　Each　of　them　had　spent　a
minimum　of　from　9　years　to　a　maximum　of　17　years　in　prison（on　average
20years）．　I　would　like　to　introduce　here　the　major　circumstance　of　prisons
that　became　clear　through　the　responses　from　the　questionnaire．
　　1）The　housing　environment．60ut　of　the　15　criminals　are　imprisoned　in
cells　with　24　hours　inspecting　video　cameras　that　are　commonly　known　as
’the　cells　for　preventing　suicide’（5　criminals　in　Tokyo　and　l　criminal　in
Osaka）．　There　are　several　cells　that　have　wire　fences　or　iron　plates　with
holes　that　make　it　impossible　for　criminals　to　Iook　outside　of　the　cell．　The
criminals　say　they　cannot　tell　even　whether　it　is　raining　or　snowing　outside．
The　cells　do　not　breathe　enough，　the　ventilation　is　poor．　There　are　no　cells
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　t／with　air　conditioners．　The　lighting　inside　the　cell　is　one　fluorescent　light
（20－watts），　which　is　su伍cient　during　the　daytime，　but　the　fluorescent　light
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（6・watt　at　night）is　never　turned　off　even　at　night，　except　in　Fukuoka．　One
condemned　criminal　says　he　has　never　got　accustomed　to　sleeping　under
the　light　even　after　his　long　imprisonment．　He　never　has　fallen　into　a　deep
sleep，　so　he　says，“Sleeping　with　the　light　turned　off　is　my　dream．”
　　2）In　the　cells，　using　mirrors　or　calendars　is　not　allowed．　In　the　daytime，　it
is　prohibited　for　criminals　to　lie　down　except　to　take　a　midday　nap．　They
are　required　to　sit　at　a丘xed　point　or　sit　in　front　of　the　desk　at　all　the
times．　There　is　one　prison　that　forbids　criminals　to　look　at　the　aisle　side．
Feeding　cats　or　pigeons　also　can　be　a　violation．　Criminals　are　required　to
remain　in　bed　for　ten　and　a　half　hours　everyday．　There　are　some　people
who　consider　these　rules　as　torture．　There　is　no　periodical　disinfecting，
therefore　the　cells　have　lots　of　bugs　and　worms．　Prisoners　are　swarmed
with　mosquitoes　in　summer．
　　3）OnIy　relatives　and　lawyers　can　meet　prisoners（we　should　remember，
however，　that　there　are　criminals　who　do　not　have　relatives　or　lawyers）．
Prisoners　can　meet　with　lawYers　for　up　to　30　minutes，　but　are　accompanied
by　a　prison　offLcer．　Because　of　the　prison　o伍ce，　prisoners　and　lawyers
cannot　discuss　their　suit　thoroughly　enough．　The　condemned　criminals　say，
“Let　us　meet　whomever　we　want　to　meet，　because　there　is　no　hope　to　live
any　longer．”Sending　letters　except　to　the　families　is　prohibited．　Criminals
are　not　allowed　to　bring　a　third　person’s　news　or　write　letters　instead　of
athird　person．　It　is　also　forbidden　that　the　criminals　write　about　the
movement　of　the　other　criminals　in　the　same　building　in　the　letters　to　their
own　families．　Contributing　an　article　to　a　newspaper　or　a　magazine　is　also
forbidden．
　　4）Criminals　themselves　are　allowed　to　buy　food，　but　there　are　restriction－
s．Criminals　say　they　want　to　eat　food　as；pickles　like　kimchee，　red　chili
peppers，　rice　boiled　with　red　beans，　inari－sushi，　ramen，　wheat　flour　noodles，
small　dried　sardines，　shiokara，　seasoning　for　sprinkling　over　rice，　a　boiled
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egg，　lunρh　sold　outside　of　the　prison，　ice　cream，　bananas，　grapes，　persim・
mons，　and　other　food　not　served．　There　are　answers　from　some　prisoners
like，“Long　time　imprisonment　has　caused　me　not　know　what　I　want　tO　eat，
so　I　can　not　answer　this　question．”
　　Prisoners　respond　about　menu　in　prison　as　follows；“We　have　the　same
menu　everyday．”．“Food　here　is　very　greasy．”“The　amount　of　the　staple　food
and　the　side　dishes　is　small．”（The　criminals　in　Osaka　answered．）Almost
all　prisoners　are　able　to　drink　green　tea，　oolong　tea　and　water，　however，
there　was　one　answer　that　says，“I　want　to　drink　real　brewed　tea．”
　　Time　for　the　meals　is　extremely　short．　From　5　to　10　minutes　for　breakfast．
（There　is　an　exception　that　gives　30　minutes　for　meal　to　prisoners　in　Osaka
prison．）This　short　mealtime　is　common　to　lunch　time　and　dinnertime．
　　5）There　is　a，15－minute　exercise　time　twice　a　week　in　summer，　and　3　times
aweek　in　winter．　But　prisoners　can　only　do　simple　exercise　like　skipping
rope　or　using　the　horizontal　bar．　Prisoners　are　not　allowed　to　sit　down　on
folded　legs　or　stand　on　their　hands（in　case　of　Osaka　prison）．　Prisoners
don’t　wear「狽??窒??盾窒?@they　cannot　exercise　actively　enough．　There　is　no
shoWer　after　the　exercise　period　except　at　the　Fukuoka　prison．　Prisoners
have　dissatisfactions　Iike　the　following；“I　want　to　exercise　on　holidays．”
“Idon’t　want　to　exercise　on　the　roof　of　the　building．　I　want　to　exercise
on　ground　feeling　the　earth　under　my　feet．”“We　cannot　do　exercise　to
strengthen　our　abdominal　muscles”，　and　other　similar　complaints．
　6）As　for　medical　treatment　or　medical　examinations，　when　prisOners　hope
to　meet　doctors，　they　can　meet　doctors　of　both　internal　medicine　and　den－
tistry．　It　costs　criminals　to　buy　false　teeth　or　eyeglasses．　Regular　medical
examinations　are　held　in　genera1，・but　there　is　no　doctor　attached　exclusive－
1y　to　prisons．　Criminals　say，“We　can　not　call　the　medical　treatment　here　as
areal　medical　treatment．　It　is　like　treating　animalsl”（In　the　Osaka　prison）．
　7）The　condemned　criminals　can　purchase　private　books（three　books　in
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one　purchase），　but　there　is　censorship．　Almost　all　the　condemned　criminals
have　experienced　censorship　of　their　purchase．　There　is　a　case　that　cen－
sorship　of　a　brochure　takes　5　to　14　days．　Criminals　can　listen　to　the　radio，
but　they　cannot　choose　programs．　They　can　watch　TV　programs　but　only
those　recorded　on　videotape．　Criminals　can　have　only　one　newspaper　per
10people．　They　can，　however，　purchase　newspapers　by　themselves．　Crimi－
nals　responded　about　the　possession　of　books　as　follows；’It　is　unfortunate
that　we　have　to　limit　．our　possession　to　20　books　maximum．”“We　can　not
get　books　to　prepare　for　a　retrial　or　a　lawsuit．”“We　can　not　read　foreign
books．”“Censorship　of　a　brochure　takes　40r　5　days，　and　reading　week－
ly　magazines　published“by　newspaper　companies　are　forbidden．”“I　don’t
have　enough　money　to　buy　books．”and　other　legitimate　complaints．
　8）Regarding　items　sent　to　prisoners－Prisoners　want　to　receive　the　fol－
lowing　things　in　the　future，　however，　these　things　are　forbidden　at　present；
aradio　set，　a　clock，　a　TV　set，　a　video　set，　a　word　processor，　a　magnifying
glass，　a　thermos　bottle，　a　portable　body　warmer，　and　other　personal　items．
－9）As　for　the　rules－Criminals　are　not　satis丘ed　with　the　following　rules；
“Criminals　should　not　lie　down　except　taking　midday　naps　or　going　to
bed．”“Criminals　should　not　stand　without　necessity．　They　should　keep　sit
in　fixed　points．”Also　criminals　answered　with　frustration　regarding　the
following；“We　have　numberless　rules　to　obscure．”“We　can　not　taIk　to　the
other　criminals．”“We　can　not　feed　the　cats　and　pigeons．”“We　can　not　talk
to　the　prison　officers　on　patrol．”
　　10）Condemned　criminals　also　can　do　voluntary　labor．　The　main　labor
is　paper　craft．　This　labor　provides　about￥3．000　to￥5．000　per　month（5th
class　salary）to　the　criminals．
　　11）Five　condemned　criminals　out　of　fifteen　have　had　the　experience　to
lodge　an　appeal　for　a　retriaL　They　say　there　are　many　obstacles．　They
say；“I　was　disturbed　to　communicate　with　the　supporters　because　of　my
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appeal　for　a　retrial．”“The　prison　equipped　my　cell　with　a　video　camera，　on
the　pretext　of　keeping　watch　of　the　stability　of　my　feelings　after　the　appeal
for　a　retrial．”Basically，　the　condemned　criminals　do　not　have　chances　to
get　knowledge　about　retrials．　Only　few　condemned　criminals　who　follow
the　instruction　of　lawyers　or　books　published　by　the　Japan　Lawyers　Union
（Nichi　Benren）can　get　knowledge　about　retrials．　Besides，　criminals　have
limitation　to　talk　about　this　kind　of　topic　with　Iawyers　at　meetings．
　　As　for　appeals　for　a　pardon，　the　importance　of　a　pardon　is　pointed　out
in　the　agreement　of　human　rights　or　other　agreements．　But　in　Japan，　the
possibility　of　pardon　is　extremely　minimized．　Not　one　out　of　those　fifteen
condemned　criminals　has　experienced　pardon．
　　12）The　other　dissatisfactions－“We　are　called　by　l　numbers，　not　by　our
own　names．”“We　can　not　contact　lawyers　by　ourselves．”“lt　is　against　laws
that　prisons　restricts　us　to　get　communication　with　outside．”“We　can　not
appeal　for　a　retrial　individually．”“Prisons　should　allow　us　to　contribute
articles　to　the　newspaper　media．”“We　claim　the　meeting　families　without
partition．”“I　want　my　pictures　to　be　left　to　my　family．”
　　The　circumstance　under　which　condemned　criminals　in　Japan　are　make
them　the“1iving　dead”as　one　of　the　respondents　expressed．　This　is　the
result　of　how　the　policy　for‘‘the　stability、　of　the　criminals’feelings”and
“safety　life　of　the　criminals”effects　the　condemned　criminals．　Even　without
bring　into　the　picture　the　rights　stipulated　in　the　Declaration　of　Human
Rights　we　can　clearly　see　that　there　is　no　respect　for　the　dignity　of　the
human　being　in　Japanese　prisons．　An　ombudsman　cannot　directly　interfere
with　a　disciplinary　case，　however，　when　due　process　is　undermined，　he　then
has　the　right　to　defend　the　inmate．　The　document　from　Ombudsman’s　o伍ce
is　treated　as　an　o伍cial　document．　If　one　wishes　to　have　an　interview　with
the　Ombudsman，　he　should　submit　a　written　application．　Also，　his　o伍ce
will　accept　phone　calls　from　citizens　at（609）292－802．
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　（1）“The　Forum　90　Aiming　for　Ratification　of　the　International　Treaty
to　Abolish　The．ceath　Sentence”is　a　network　of　concerned　individuals．
The　group　includes．　Liaison　Committee　for　Suspension　of　Executions　of
Death　Penalty　in　Japan，　National　Council　on　Crirne　and　Delinquency　in
Japan，　Committee　of　Lawyers　Thinking　about　ExecutiOn，　and　the　Japanese
Bureau　of　Amnesty　International．　Since　1990，　they　have　made　an　effort　to
raise　public　opinion　concerning　executions　through　several　meetings　and
lobbying　action．　They　have　worked　hard　to　discuss　the　abolishment　of
the　death　penalty　together　with　abOut　150　representatives；5001awyers，100
journalists，　and　4000　citizens．
　　（2）In　September　1993，　during・my　stay　in　New　York，　I　visited　the　State
Prison　of　N．J．　in　Trenton．　There　were　6　condemned　criminals．　N．J．　is
one　state　that　still　retains　the　death　penalty．　Although，　from　1966　until
present，　there　has　only　been　one’execution（1981）since　execution　has　been
fnitigated　by　amnesty．　So　the　new　execution　equipment，　utilizing　lethal
injection’has　not　been　touched．　A　handbook　is　given　to』the　condemned
criminals　in　N．J．’s　state　prison（Inmate　Handbook　for　New　Jersey　State
Prison，　Capital　Sentence　Unit，　January－1990），　which　consists　of　53　sections．
We　will　introduce　the　summary　for　reference．
5． Guarantee　of　Condemned　Criminal’s　Rights
　Iwi11　introduce　and　examine　the　points，　which　were　not　discussed　before
concerning　the　condemned　criminal’s　legal　rights　in　Japan．
　Let’s　look　at　one　particular　case　closely．　On　March　26th　1993，　the　record
of　no　executions　in　40　months　was　broken　with　the　execution　of　3　people．
They　were　executed　under　the　conditions　where　international　standards
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were　not．applied．　On　May　18th，　the　sapne　year，1，　Makoto　Iwai（Japanese
Branch　of　Amnesty　International），　and　Yoshihiro　Yasuda（lawyer）stood
up　to　the　Japan　Federation　of　Ban　Association’s　Protection　Committee　of
Human　Rights．　We　stated　that　the　execution　undermined　international
standards　and　we　aimed　to　help　ensure　human　rights．　The　following　are
the　main　points；
　　（1）One　should　be　guaranteed　the　rights　of　defense　and　the　right　to　gain　as－
sistance　from　a　lawyer．　First，　defendants　are　not　guaranteed　a　free　defense
lawyer．　Thus，　the　defendant　is　left　without　a　lawyer　while　waiting　for　a
court－appointed　lawyer　to　be　appointed．　This　is　the　situation　when　a　defen－
dant　has　no　ability　to　hire　his　personal　Iawyer　after　being　prosecuted，　and
also　during　the　appeal。（2）Non三existence　of　a　Mandatory　Appeals　System．
The　decision　to　appeal　to　a　higher　court　is　in　the　hands　of　the　defendant．
The　death　sentence　itself　does　not　become　a　good　enough　reason　to　appeal
to　a　higher　court．
　　（3）Japan’s　Amnesty　Law　does　not　have　the　system　of　instruction，　and
does　not　guarantee　the　right　of　allegation　for　administrative　appeal　and
administrative　suits　towards　the　decision．
　　（4）Justification　for　retrial　is　remarkably　limited，　and　the　reexamination
itself　is　not　enough　to　stay　the　execution．
　　（5）The　age　limit　has　not　been　set　to　prohibit　the　death　sentence　and
the　execution　of　the　elderly．　Also，　the　death　penalty　for　the　psychologi－
cally　impaired，　which　does　not　extend　to　insanity　and　the　mentally　il1，　is
not　restricted．　On　November　19th　1997，　the　Japan　Federation　of　Bar　Asso－
ciation’s　Protection　Committee　of　Human　Rights　submitted　an　inquiry　of
allegation　concerning　the　above　to　the　Minister　of・Justice．　The　result　was
the　establishment　of　legislative　efforts　towards　the　Human　Rights　Agree－
ment，　and　the　Safeguards　Gu4ranteeing　Protection　of　the　Rights　of　Those
Facing　the　Death　Penalty．　The　disclosure　to　the　public　of　information　con一
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cerning　the　death　penalty　or　the　carrying　out　of　executions　disregards　the
full　guaranteed　rights．
　The　following　summary　points　out　the　areas，　which　do　not　meet　the　stan－
dards　of　International　Human　Rights．
（1）The　Rigllt　of　Defense・and　tlle　Right　of　Having　the　Support　of　a
Lawyer
　　Human　Rights　Agreement　Article　14，　Section　3　states　that　every　person　is
given，“enough　time　and　convenience　to　prepare　for　defense，　and　the　right
to　contact　a　lawyer　of　one’s　choice”．　But，　in　case　a　defendant　does　not
have　a　lawyer，　the　defendant　is　guaranteed　to　have　the　right　to　ask　for　one．
The　Board　of　Directors　also　agrees　on　this．　But　in　Japan，　there　are　many
cases　where　a　defendant　cannot　get　the　support　of　a　lawyer．　According　to
interview　specifications，　Criminal　Suit　Article　39，　Section　3，　an　interview
with　a　lawyer　is　not　guaranteed　by　the　Police　Station　Detention　Center．　As
aresult，　almost　half　of　the　condemned　criminals　were　not　given　enough
interviews　with　their　lawyers　during　the　investigation　period　before　being
prosecuted．　Only　half　of　those　who　held　interviews，　were　able　to　have　them
more　than　four　times　and　the　length　was　mostly　under　fifteen　minutes．　The
length　and　conditions　of　eighty　percent　of　the　sentences　were　said　to　be
different，　if　they　had　enough　time　to　receive　the　needed　advice．（Report
by，　Japan　Federation　of　Bar　Association’s　Protection　Committee　of　Human
Rights，　Jiyuu　and　Seigi　45－5）．
　　There　was　one　case，　where　while　waiting　for　the　adjustment　of　a　court－
appointed　lawyer　after　the　prosecution，　an　appeal　to　the　higher　court　was
rejected．　Also，　the　defendant　was　sentenced　to　death　and　executed．　After
the　sentence　is　handed　down，　no　right　is　guaranteed　to　choose　a　lawyer，　and
aretrial　request　does　not　guarantee　the　support　of　a　lawyer．　Furthermore，
there　is　no　guarantee　for　the　right　of　private　interviews　between　the　lawyer
and　the　condemned　criminal，　and　no　guaranteed　opportunity　to　appeal　the
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death　sentence．　Therefore，　no　time　is　given　to　prepare　the　defense，　since
an　advance　notice　system　does　not　exist．
（2）Amnesty　And　Appeal・To　A　Higher　Court
　　Human　Rights　Agreement　on　amnesty　states，“any　man，　sentenced　to
death，　has　the　right　to　ask　for　special　amnesty　and　reduction　of　penalty”
（Article　6，　Section　4）．　And　also，“provision　for　mandatory　appea1．or　reex－
amination　in　every　death　penalty　case，　in　addition　of　special　amnesty　and
amnesty”is　asked　in　the　decision　of　the　General　Meeting．　But　in　Japan，　ap－
peal　to　the　higher　court　is　voluntary（Criminal　Suit　Law　Article　372，Section
405．The　death　sentence　itself　does　not　become　the　reason　for　the　appeal
to　a　higher　court．
（3）Limitations　for　Elderly　and　Mentally　Disabled
　　The　General　Meeting　asks　for　the，“setting　of　an　age　limit　for　the　elderly
for　the　exemption　of　the　death　penalty　or　execution”and“the　exemption
of　the　death　penalty　for　the　mentally　disabled　and　for　the　mentally　il1，
without　questioning　the　situation”．　In　Japan，　there　is　no　regulation　for
the　aged，　and　the　mentally　disabled　and　for　the　mentally　ill　at　the　time　of
sentence　announcement　the　death　penalty　to　be　exempt．　Also，　regulations
for　mental　examination　at　the　time　of　execution　is　not　set，　which　restricts
the　awareness　of　the　prisoner’s　mental　illness．
　（4）The　disclosure　of　information　to　the　public　concerning　the　death　penal－
ty　is　requested　in　the　decision　of　general　meeting，　but　in　Japan，　the　only
information　open　to　the　public　is　the　figures　provided　by　the　prosecutors．
　Through　all　the　facts　above，　the　Japan　Federation　of　Bar　Association’s
Protection　Committee　of　Human　Rights　has　come　to　a　conclusive　decision．
We　have　decided　that　the　real　use　of　guaranteed　rights　and　the　legal　system
has　undermined　the　International　standard　of　the　Human　Rights　Agreement．
　The　Human　Rights　Agreement　has　followed　the　spirit　of　Universal　Decla－
ration　of　Human　Rights．　AS　a　country　that　has　ratified　that　agreement，　the
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domestic　laws　should　follow　the　international　rule．　Also，　the　decision　by
the　Board　of　Directors，　and　the　decision　by　the　General　Meeting　are　done
specifically　and　clearly．　It　discussed　the　human　rights　for　the　internation－
al　guarantee　over　the　Human　Rights　Agreement　to　justify　the　unchanging
standard　of　Human　Rights．　Japan　has　agreed　to　this　decision　without　any
hesitation．　The　report　finished　up　saying，“The　Japanese　government　has
the　responsibility　to　strongly　follow　international　rules”．
　The　below　are　reports　which　examined　the　situation　of　the　3　condemned
criminals（Kondo，　Tachikawa，　Kawanaka），　executed　on　March　26th　1983，
checking　with　the　international　standards，　and　also　referring　to　the　reports
by　Japan　Federation　of　Bar　Association’s　Protection　Committee　of　Human
Rights．
　　We　will　start　with　Kondo’s　case．　A　court－appointed　lawyer　handed　all
the　trials．　At　the　point　of　defendant，　he　has　not　made　any　selection　of　his
lawyer．　After　receiving　the　death　penalty，　Kondo　himself　claimed　for　a
retrial　four　times．　Also，　around　the　year　1983，　he　has　claimed　the　redress
of　human　rights　towards　the　Sendai　Lawyer’s　Committee．
　　Tachikawa，　already　had　chosen　his　lawyer　during　the　main　murder　case
because　there　was　an　embezzlement　case　beforehand．　But　after　the　confir－
mation　of　the　death　sentence，　it　is　not　clear　whether　he　requested　a　retriaL
　　There　is　no　information　whether　a　lawyer　was　chosen，　for　Kawanaka’s
case　during　the　pre－trial　period．　After　receiving　the　sentence，　he　began
preparing　for　the　retrial，　but　his　symptoms　of　schizophrenia　had　changed
for　the　worse．　Since　interrogation　was　impossible　it　resulted　in　a　discon－
tinuation　of　retrial．　Kawanaka’s　state　of　mind　at　the　period・of　execution　is
not　clear，　since　the　prison　rejected　and　refused　to　answer　the　question．　But
according　to　the　Lawyer，　who　handled　Kawanaka，　the　prison　had　confirmed
his　mental　illness．　It　is　said　that　Kawanaka　was　executed　in　spite　of　his
mental　illneSS．
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　The　time　of　execution　is　not　informed　to　condemned　criminals　in　advance．
One　is　simply　pulled　out　of　his　cell　and　placed　in　another　room　where　it
is　announced，　just　about　an　hour　before　the　execution．　No　notice　is　given
beforehand　to　the　family，　or　to　the　lawyer．　Even　after　the　execution，　notice
is　given　only　to　the　family，　and　not　to　the　lawyer．
6．　International　Regulations　And　Treatment　Of　Condemned　Criminals
In　Japan
　　There　exists“an　international　resolution　concerning　the　ful創lment　of　the
protection　of　the　right　of　the　person　who　faces　the　death　penalty”（Decem－
ber，1989）as　an　international　regulation　concerning　the　death　penalty．　It
maintains　the　following；
　　1）It　guarantees　the　right　of　the　necessary　apPeal　or　the　re－trial　in　all　the
death　penalty　events　toward　the　condemned　criminal，　or　the　amnesty．2）It
establishes　the　highest　age　that　the　sentence　of　death　penalty　and　execution
are　done．3）It　excludes　the　death　penalty　for　the　mentally　disordered．
The　above　are　resolved．　It　examines“the　international　covenant　on　civil
and　political　rights”here．　This　internatiOnal　human　rights　covenant　was
adopted　in　1966　in　the　United　Nations，　and　Japan　ratified　it　in　1979．　This
covenant　influences　directly　the　handling　of　the　condemned　criminals　in
Japan．
　　The　third　freedom　right　covenant　committee　is　related　to　the　measures
against　the　Japanese　death　penalty　system　and　the　improved　treatment　of
detainees．　It　advised　the　following　on　November　4，1993．　It　does　not　agree
with　the　agreement　that　the　family　need　not　be　informed　of　the　execution
of　the　condemned　criminal，　adding　an　unjust　limitation　of　the　interview
and　communication．　The　conditions　of　detainees　waiting　for　the　execution
of　the　death　penalty　must　be　judged　again．　Improve　the　precautionary
measures　by　which　handling　the　detainees　are　regulated．
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The　Fourth　Freedom　Rights　Covenant　Committee（October，1998）
　This　committee　was　held　in　the　United　Nations　European　headquarter－
sin　Geneva　in　October　28　and　29，1998．　Then，　final　views　were　adopted
on　November　5，　and　it　advised　the　Japanese　Government　as　follows；“Our
committee　keeps　having　serious　fear　of　the　conditions　that　the　people・ex－
propriated　in　the　condemned　criminal　solitary　cells．　Specially，　as　for　an
excessive　limitation　of　visitation　and　communication　rights，　and　the　lack
of　advance　notice　of　the　execution　to　the　condemned　crimina1’s　family．　Our
committee　understands　that　it　clearly　violates　the　covenant．　Our　committee
advises　the　improvement　of　conditions　at　the　condemned　criminal’s　solitary
cell　based　on　the　Covenant，　Article　7　and　Clause　10．”
　Before　this　committee　gave　its　advice，　the　Japanese　Government　submit－
ted　the　following　report　to　this　committee．“A　person．　whose　death　perialty
is　fixed　and　who　waits　for　his　execution　has　an　extreme　mental　burden　and
i’sunder　much　stress．
　Detention　facilities　must　give　careful　consideration　so　that　inmates　whose
death　penalty　has　been　fixed　can　maintain　mental　stability　as　much　as
possible．　Therefore，　though　it　is　inevitable　that　this　has　its　limitations
from　the　above　viewpoint，　an　interview　with　the　family，　the　lawyer，　and
communication　should　be　permitted．
　Awriter　submitted　a　counter　report（2）about　this　on　behalf　of“The
forum　90”，　and　listened　to　this　committee．　A　writer　stated　the　following
in　the　report．　Though　he　is　thought　to　lack　treatment，　an　inmate　whose
death　penalty　is　fixed　is　not　able　to　have　an　interview　with　the　lawyer
nor　communication，　either．　An　interview　and　communication　are　permitted
when　their　lawyers　request　a　retrial　as　the　agent　of　the　civil　action．　The
family　who　adopted　the　inmate　are　not　allowed　to　meet，　either．　When
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there　is　no　lawyer，　contact　with　the　outer　world　is　completely　stopped．　A
condemned　criminal　is　entrapped　into　despair，　and　moreover　such　a　measure
makes　him　want　to　give　up　living．　It　does　not　have　concrete　improvement
toward　having　been　looked　for　with　the　advice　of　a　third　party．
　Amnesty　is　not　recognized　as　the　right　of　an　inmate　whose　death　penalty
is　fixed，　either，　and　even　an　opportunity　to　express　this　in　the　examination
meeting　is　not　being　given　to　them．　No　one　has　been　given　amnesty　af－
ter　1975　though　the　government　reported　that　25　people　escaped　the　death
penalty　due　to　their　sentences　being　commuted　from　1945　by　April，1998．　To
confirm　n　inmates　mental　condition　just　before　the　execution　is　not　possible
because　the　condemned　criminalis　rights　are　not　protected　fully　because　it
is　done　in　total　secrecy．　It　was　pointed　out　that　a　psychiatric　test　should　be
required　before　the　execution．
　　The　government　informs　the　family　of　the　execution　as　follows；“It　can
be　thought　that　the　family　suffers　unnecessary　mental　pain　by　informing
them　of　the　execution　date．　Suppose　an　inmate　whose　death　penalty　is　fixed
meets　with　his　family．　The　influence　exerted　on　his　emotions　is　tremendous，
and　a　notion　that　he　is　peaceful　can　be　thought　to　be　hard　to　keep．”The
following，　however，　was　pointed　out　with　the　deliberation　of　the　committee．
“It　is　made　tolmeet　the　person　whom　he　wants　to　meet．”
Recent　Topics　Being　Discussed　At　The　Committee　Meeting
　Obviously　it　is　a　violation　of　the　covenant　that　an　inmate　whose　death
penalty　is丘xed　has　contact　with　the　outer　world　interrupted．　Even　a　person
whose　freedom　is　deprived　never　has　these　rights　deprived．　As　for　his
immanent　dignity，　even　the　person　who　has　freedom　deprived　should　be
respected．　Immanent　dignity　is　contained　in　all　the　rights　of　the　covenant．
　If　the　government　wants　to　maintain　the　mental　stability　of　the　inmate
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whose　death　penalty　is丘xed，　the　government　should　allow　the　inmate　to
maintain　interview／meetings　with　close　friends　and　family．
　　Without　contact　from　various　NGO，　it　is　decided　that　a　condemned　crimi－
nal　himself　prevents　contact　with　the　outside　world　because　his　own　family
often　severs　contact　with　the　inmate．　This　violates　the　covenant　because　it
is　not　hurnane　toward　the　condemned　criminal　and　is　related　to　the　treat－
ment，　which　damages　his　character．
　　The　committee　discussed　why　the　government　does　not　inform　the　family
or　lawyer　of　the　notice　of　execution．　There　is　doubt　though　as　to　the　reason
that　it　has　the　danger　to　upset　the　execution　when　a　lawyer　knows　the　day
of　execution．　It　violates　the　second　article（the　right　of　the　person　who
requests　a　relief　measure）in　that　it　does　not　announced　the　execution　day
because　it　is　permitted　so　far　as　it　is　a　democratic　means．　If　there　is　a
relief　means，・the　right　to　pursues　it　should　be　given　to　a　lawyer．
　　An　accommodated　person　faces　the　authorities，　and　it　is　reported　that
it　is　prepared　as　for　the　system　that　a　discontent　statement　is　done　by
the　government．　It　can’t　be　said　that　their　human　rights　are　kept　even
if　a　government　o伍ce　which　manages　them　and　to　supervise　deliberates
upon　their　discontent　statement．　There　is　no　meaning　in　protecting　their
human　rights　substantially　if　the　neutral　position　organ　which　control　the
government　oflice　which　supervises　it　and　relations　are　not　in　does　not　judge
their　discontent　statement．　Because　there　is　a　system，　it　is　pointed　out　that
government　doesn’t　notice　a　problem　itself　by　the　error　as　for　there　is　no
problem　about　the　protection　of　human　rights．
The　Sense　Of　Human　Rights　And　The　Japanese　Government
　The　international　human　rights　covenant　declares　that　the　intention　of
the　United　Nations　Charter　and　the　world　Declaration　of　Human　Rights　is
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included　in　the　preamble．　The　intention　of　the　world　Declaration　of　Human
Rights　is　also　included　in　the　fundamental　ideology　of　the　Constitution　of
Japan　as　well．　In　other　words，　as　for　both・the　international　human，rights
covenant　and　the　constitution　of　our　country，　an　ideology　such　as　the　world
Declaration　of　Human　Rights　must　be　subscribed　to．　Therefore，　both　．are
in　a　parallel　relation．　However，　the　Ministry　of　Foreign　Affairs　states，
“The　treaty　which　Japan　concluded　is　subservient　to　the　constitution　though
the　treaty　which　Japan　concluded　has　a　superior　status　than　municipal
law．”This　expression　is　not　a　deliberate　misinterpretation．　But，　it　is　not　a
problem，　which　is　superior　more．　In　other　words，　in　reality　the　Declaration
of　Human　Rights　is　isolated　from　ideology，　and　therefore　it　should　work　in
practlce．
　　There　is　a　regulation　in　the　preamble　of　this　covenant，“Recognize　the
characteristic　dignity　of　all　the　members　of　the　human　society　with　equality
and　guarantee　the　right　which　cannot　be　deprived．”』
　　It　sets　the　stage　for　the　sixth　article，“All　human　beings　have　a　charac－
teristic　right　toward　life．”But，　it　was　made　the　regulation　of“It　doesn’t
have　that　life　deprived　arbitrarily．”in　consideration　of　the　circumstance　of
the　various　countries．　Then，　the　second　choice　protocol　was　asked　for　the
death　penalty　abolition．　　　　　．
　　It　was　decided　that　Japan　carry　out　the　obligation　that　this　ideology　be
carried　out　by　the　rati丘cation　of　the　international　human　rights　agreement．
Because　the　second　choice　protocol　of　this　covenant　prescribes　the　concrete
plan　of　the　ideology　at　the　same　time，　Japan　has　an　obligation　to　supPort
the　ratification　of　thi＄　protocol．　As　for　sense　of　fundamental　humari　rights
of　the　human　rights　committee，　the　above　is　a　basis．
　　First，　however，　the　Japanese　Government　does　not　really　seem　to　under－
stand　the　ideology　of　the　covenant．　The　number　of　executions　has　increased
markedly　as　a　concrete　phenomenon　these　passed　five　years．　And，　it　is　con一
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sidered　that　abolition　of　the　death　penalty　is　still　too　early．　Second，　is　the
government’s　not　informing　the　family　or　lawyer　of　the　date　of　execution
and　the　limitation　of　the　interview　of　the　condemned　criminal．
　　It　was　concluded　that　there　is　gross　violation　of　the　notion　of“the　re－
spect　for　human　dignity”．　When　an　international　human　rights　agreement
is　ratified，　Japan　must　make　qn　effort　to　ratify　it　as　the　next　stage　of　pro－
toco1．　However，　it　remains　to　be　seen　whether　the　Japanese　government　is
aware　of　the　human　rights　covenant　violations　it　is　committing．　Today’s
government　does　not　even　try　to　respond　nor　does　it　aim　to　rectify　the
situation．
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